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Abstract

This chapter will address the development of colloidal synthesis of hybrid metal–
semiconductor nanocrystals and their application in the field of photocatalysis. Despite
the plethora of examples of different-shaped metal–semiconductor nanostructures that
have been reported, metal-tipped semiconductor nanorods are perhaps the most
intensively studied, and their use as a photocatalyst will be the focus of the chapter.
First, we will discuss different wet-chemical synthesis techniques to control the
synthesis of these metal–semiconductor hybrid structures. Afterward, we will discuss
their unique physicochemical properties that are a combination of semiconductor and
metal properties. Finally, we will showcase several examples from the literature
demonstrating the possible application of these unique hybrid structures in photoca-
talyis.
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1. Introduction

There has recently been great interest in metal-hybrid semiconductor nanoparticles. This is
largely due to the fact that they can exhibit the physical and chemical characteristics of both the
individual metal and semiconductor or display unique properties not seen in either compo-
nent [1]. These hybrid materials can potentially be exploited for a number of applications which
cannot be addressed by semiconductor-only particles, for example, the directed assembly of
gold-tipped semiconductor nanorods where the gold tip acts as both a means to initiate directed
assembly as well as serve as electrical contacts [2]. Most importantly, metal-tipped semicon-
Photocatalysis is a phenomenon in which photons are used for catalytically activating chemical reactions on the surface of photosensitized catalysts. Photocatalysis has been the hottest topic of research in the field of solar energy harvesting [9, 13–17]. In these processes, the photocatalyst generates charge carriers upon excitation from a suitable light source. These photoexcited charges are then transferred to reaction medium to initiate the chemical reaction. Over the decades, lots of progress has been made in photocatalysis research where researchers are using optically tuned semiconducting nanomaterials [18–21] and plasmonic noble metals [22–
24] as the photocatalyst. These materials have tunable absorption across the solar spectrum and can generate photoelectrons for use in a variety of chemical reactions. However, recent research efforts focused on using metal–semiconductor hybrid materials as a photocatalyst for harvesting solar energy show better results and will potentially open up new avenues for photocatalysis [4, 11, 12, 25–31].

**Figure 2.** Representative HRTEM images of various nano-heterostructures. Reprinted with permission [12].

These metal–semiconductor hybrid materials can exhibit the properties of the individual materials or generate new properties when they combined together in the same nanostructures. In an ideal scenario, photogenerated charges could be quickly transferred to one component of the hybrid to the other due to band alignments, thus reducing the possibility of radiative recombination processes and enabling the opportunity for their use in chemical reactions [1, 4, 11, 27, 30]. In addition to that, these hybrid structures, because they can be engineered to have many different facets on their surface, have a higher probability for absorbing the targeted molecule of interest for photocatalytic conversion [1, 32]. In light of these unique properties, these metal–semiconductor hybrid structures have gained more attention for their use as photocatalysts as compared with the individual components.

The metal–semiconductor hybrid-based photocatalytic materials can be classified into three categories. In the first scenario, one of the components of the hybrid structure is the photactive material, whereupon photo-excitation, the charge created transfers to the other component to start the catalytic process. An example of this category is the Au–TiO₂ hybrid structure, where gold act as a plasmonic antenna that absorbs light and generates charges, and the photoexcited plasmonic charges are then transferred to the higher bandgap TiO₂ [22, 26, 33–35]. This phenomenon can be illustrated in Figure 3a, where electrons from the surface plasmon state of Au are transferred to the higher bandgap material [36, 37]. In the second scenario, photoexcited electrons generated in low bandgap semiconductor nanoparticles transfer to the metal that it is attached to. Au–CdSe, Au–CdS, Au–PbS fall in this category, and a schematic is shown in Figure 3b [1, 32, 38, 39]. In the third scenario, as shown in Figure 3c, the coupling occurs
between excitons in the semiconductor and plasmons in gold [38, 40]. The excited state electronic coupling between two materials generates a greater number of charges and thus could be more effective for photocatalysis as compared with other two cases.

**Figure 3.** Schematic presentation of the electron transfer processes in Au-semiconductor heterostructures. For Au-semiconductor heterostructure where (a) only Au is excited, (b) only semiconductor is excited, and (c) there are simultaneous excitations of both Au and semiconductor. The electron transfer path 1 refers for semiconductor excitation followed by electron transfer to Au, path 2 follows just the reverse process, and path 3 shows the coupling of exciton of the semiconductor and plasmon of Au. Here, \( E_{sp} \) refers to the Au surface plasmon state and \( E_F \) refers to the Au Fermi level. Adapted with permission [12].

This chapter will address the development of colloidal syntheses of hybrid metal–semiconductor nanocrystals and their application in the field of photocatalysis. Despite the plethora of examples of different-shaped metal–semiconductor nanostructures reported, metal-tipped semiconductor nanorods are perhaps the most intensively studied, and their uses as a photocatalyst will be the focus of the chapter. First, we will discuss different wet-chemical synthetic techniques to control the synthesis of these kinds of metal–semiconductor hybrid structures. Afterward, we will discuss their unique physicochemical properties that are a combination of both semiconductor and metal properties. And finally, we will showcase several examples from the literature, and how a researcher would use this unique hybrid structure for photocatalysis. The control over the synthesis of hybrid materials is among the hottest topic in the area of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) research. The metal–semiconductor hybrid materials are garnering lots of attention within the scientific community due to their unique properties primarily because these materials show size-dependent optical properties along with plasmonic properties of metals. In this chapter, we will highlight the following topics in detail:

2. Control synthesis of these advanced metal–semiconductor hybrid materials

After the first report of colloidal metal–semiconductor hybrid materials in 2004, the synthesis of these hybrid materials continues to develop rapidly. The synthesis process could be categorized in following ways. In Section 2.1, we will briefly discuss selective metal deposition onto semiconductors with the help of its different facets reactivity. In Section 2.2, we will see the synthesis of more complex genus particles, where two different metals are grown onto a single semiconductor nanostructure.

2.1. Selective metal deposition onto the semiconductor component

Selective metal deposition onto semiconductor components has gained lots of interest among synthetic routes. This synthetic process occurs due to heterogeneous nucleation of secondary metal particles on host semiconductor nanocrystals. This process is very practical as the heterogeneous nucleation energy barrier is lower compared with homogeneous self-nucleation and leads to the formation of crystalline-phase metallic particles while retaining the crystallinity of the host semiconductor.

Moreover, selective metal deposition onto the host semiconductor be dictated by the crystal morphology, and surface capping provides different chemical reactivities for different facets of the semiconductor nanocrystal. This leads to selective metal deposition onto the semiconductor where a higher reactive facet allows the first nucleation, which is followed by a less reactive facet. One example is anisotropic CdSe/CdS; CdS nanorods have different reactivates for each of its ends facets, and thus, by carefully controlling the Au precursor concentration, one could produce one tip, two tip, and finally everywhere Au–CdS nanorod hybrid structures as can be seen in Figure 4a–c [41]. Analogously, following a similar selective Au deposition onto PbS, spherical nanocrystals have been reported as well [44]. Another possible way to achieve selective metal deposition is via defect-mediated growth, since defects have higher energy, this allowing feasible secondary nucleation [45, 46]. Electrochemical Ostwald ripening processes have been found to be another alternate way to achieve selective one-tip metal deposition onto semiconductor nanocrystals [5]. This electrochemical Ostwald ripening process occurs via similar principles as Ostwald ripening, where a small island of particles dissolves to fuel the growth of a larger island. In addition to that, here, the electrochemical ripening requires oxidation/reduction of the metal components. The post-synthesis intraparticle Ostwald ripening due to thermal annealing has also been found to be useful to achieve selective metal deposition, as it is shown in the case of CdSe nanorods [6].

So far, the literature regarding site-selective deposition has been demonstrated on CdSe, CdS, and CdSe/CdS core/shell nanorods with the deposition of various metals, including Au [3, 5, 41, 45, 47], Pt [42, 48, 49], PtCo [42], PtNi [42], Pd, Ag, S [41], Co [50], PdO, and Pd,S [51]. Thermal- or photochemical-assisted metal deposition can lead to the formation of different metallic patterns on to the semiconductor surface. This mainly depends on various factors, such as the selection of surface ligands, metal precursor concentration, and reaction temperature. For example, high temperature leads to the formation of facet selective Pt deposition on...
CdS nanorods (Figure 4e) [42], whereas photodeposition of Pt onto CdS favors no selectivity [48]. On the contrary, hierarchical one tip, two tip, and everywhere Au deposition onto CdSe/CdS nanorod was demonstrated to depend on Au precursor concentration [41]. Similarly, selective photodeposition of Pd nanoparticles onto CdSe/Se nanorods were also reported [52]. The selective metal deposition onto semiconductor branched structures such as CdSe/CdS tetrapods was difficult to achieve due to the similar reactivity of all four arm tips. Recently, we overcome this problem by controlling the surface morphology of the CdSe/CdS tetrapods with the use of surface capping groups. The selective metal deposition was demonstrated in the cone-like tapered CdSe/CdS tetrapod which has increased selectivity towards single Au tipped (Figure 4g) [43]. The rectangular-shaped tetrapods do not show (Figure 4h) any such selectivity, and gold deposition occurs everywhere onto the CdS surface [43]. This unusual metal deposition was attributed to the intraparticle electrochemical Ostwald ripening process.

Figure 4 TEM images of CdSe-seeded CdS nano-heterostructures with controlled, varying degrees of Au deposition: CdSe/CdS nanorods exposed to increasing concentrations of Au precursor, resulting in Au deposited at (a) one end, (b) both ends, and (c) throughout the rod, respectively; (d) HRTEM image showing a gold nanoparticle at the apex of the nanorod. The measured d-spacing values from the visible lattice fringes 0.24 and 0.34 nm are assigned to Au (111) and CdS (002), respectively. (e) CdS with small single Pt tips (4.3 nm). (f) Selected area EDS spectrum of a single Pt tip, with inset HRTEM image of two Pt–CdS hybrids. (g, h) TEM images of tetrapods exposed to high concentrations of Au precursor. All of the reactions were done at room temperature for a fixed reaction time of 1.5 h. Adapted with permission [41–43].
2.2. Genus hybrid nanoparticles (semiconductor–dual metal) via selective deposition

Incorporating more than one metal particle onto semiconductor nanocrystals could produce genus type of hybrid material with new chemical and physical properties. This could be achieved via core/shell structures where one metal acts as core for another metal or through interfacial alloying. It was reported previously that bimetallic nanocrystals could enhance the photocatalytic performance [Śř]. In the case of Pt/Ni and Pt/Ru/Ni alloy nanoparticles, it was found that they show improved catalytic performance compared with pure Pt nanoparticles [ŚŚ].

In the recent work, using two different metal precursors in the growth solution, Habas et al. [ŚŘ] reported the synthesis of genus hybrid materials such as CdS–PtNi and CdS–PtCo, in which metals formed an interfacial alloy (Figure 5c, d). Afterward, Chakrabortty et al. [Śŗ] reported Au–CdSe/CdS–Ag_{x}S types of genus particles with selective metal deposition using...
the difference of reactivity between the two tips of CdSe/CdS rods (Figure 5a, b). Moreover, our recent work shows the one Au-tipped CdSe/CdS tetrapods could be useful for further growth of a second metal (Ag in this case) onto the other three CdS tips, as described by schematic in Figure 6a [43]. The TEM image in the Figure 6b shows the genus structures where one tip of the tetrapod structures has Au and other three have AgS. Further confirmation was done with the HRTEM analysis of single particle which confirms lattice fringes of both Au and AgS (Figure 6d, e). Another approach used was light-induced deposition of a secondary metal onto CdSe/CdS–Au hybrid nanorods [55]. UV irradiation causes the exciton to be formed in the CdSe/CdS semiconductor nanorod, and charge separation does occur due to the presence of the Au tip which serves as an electron sink. These electrons reach the Au tips and then act as reduction point for the second metal ions, such as Pd or Fe, and form hybrid genus particles with alloyed Pd/Au tips or Au/Fe3O4 hollow core/shell structures, which can be seen in Figure 7a, b [55]. With the help of kinetically controlled syntheses, Hill et al. reported selective deposition of Co and Co3O4 on Pt-tipped CdSe/CdS core/shell nanorods (Figure 7c–h) [56].
planes with measured d-spacings of 0.26 and 0.24 nm, respectively. Further confirmation of the (f) Au and (g) Ag₅S₂ tip elemental composition by EDX, respectively. Adapted with permission [43].

Figure 7. (a) TEM image of ~2.8 nm diameter core Au nanoparticles with a ~3.3 nm thick hollow shell of Fe₂O₃ exclusively at the Tips of 29 nm long CdSe-seeded CdS semiconductor nanorods. (b) HRTEM image of part of the core-shell-tipped rod. The inset is an FFT image of the spherical tip region. HRTEM and power spectrum analysis used to determine the crystalline phases in (core@shell) (c, d) Pt@Co-tipped and (e, f) Pt@CoO-tipped nanorods. Nanorod dimensions: L = 40 nm, cobalt diameter: D = 12 nm. Adapted with permission [55, 56].

3. Synergistic properties of metal–semiconductor hybrid materials

Metal–semiconductor hybrid materials show some unique properties that arise from the combination of the two different materials on a single particle. Next, we will discuss these properties of hybrid materials, starting with the optical properties (Section 3.1), followed by charge separation in these structures (Section 3.2).

3.1. Optical properties

Metal-tipped semiconductor and core/shell metal–semiconductor hybrid structures show absorption spectra exhibiting combined coupling effects that cannot be replicated with a simple physical mixture of both components. In these hybrid structures, strong coupling occurs between the electronic states of metal and semiconductor, which leads to broadening and shifts in the plasmonic peak of the metal [57] and the excitonic absorption peak of the semiconductor [47]. This could be as a result of the formation of new electronic states in the semiconductor–metal interface. The electrodynamical effect could be another possible reason for the formation of new features in the absorption spectra [58]. The spectra in Figure 8a, b
show similar changes in the plasmonic shift occurring in Au–CZTS and Au–Bi$_2$S$_3$ hybrid nanostructures [9, 10]. Due to the coupling of Au plasmons with semiconductor excitons, a strong optical field is generated at the interface of Au. This coupling could be the key factor for the suppression of the exciton, which is facilitated by the efficient transfer of the electrons for triggering photocatalytic chemical reactions. Figure 8c shows Au–CdS hybrid structures, which exhibit both the characteristic excitonic and continuous absorption of the CdS nanorods below 475 nm and an additional broad absorption centered around 532 nm due to the plasmonic Au [38].

Figure 8. Absorption spectra of (a) Au, CZTS, and coupled Au–CZTS heterostructure and of [10]. (b) Au, Bi$_2$S$_3$, and Au–Bi$_2$S$_3$ heterostructure [9]. (c) UV–Vis absorption spectra of pure CdS nanorods (blue curve), Au nanoparticles (red curve), and high Au–CdS heterostructures (10.8 wt%, yellow curve). The green- and purple-dotted lines indicate the excitation source of a 532 nm laser and a 405 nm laser, respectively [38]. (d) UV–Vis spectra of Au NPs (black), CZTS NPs (green), and Au/CZTS core/shell NPs (blue). Adapted with permission [31].

Figure 8d shows UV–Vis spectra of Au NPs, CZTS NPs, and Au/CZTS core/shell NPs [31]. The thick CZTS shell surrounding the Au cores causes the shift of the plasmonic peak of bare Au particles from 525 to 685 nm. The high dielectric constant of low bandgap CZTS to the composite materials could be the possible reason behind it. The core/shell Au/CZTS hybrid structures also exhibited a broadened peak between 570 and 1100 nm that is a result of the perturbation of energy states by the plasmonic field.

Additionally, these metal–semiconductor hybrids either enhance [59–61] or quench [41, 62] the fluorescence of the semiconductor. Enhancement of the semiconductor emission occurs due to plasmonic effects of metallic portion, but it is strongly dependent on the distance
between the metal and fluorescent semiconductor [63]. Direct growth of the metallic particle onto the semiconductor nanocrystals often exhibits quenching. The charge transfer from the excited semiconductor to the metal is the main cause behind fluorescence quenching thus reduced the radiative life time. This observation is common and can be seen in ZnO–Ag [64], CdS–Au [47], CdSe–Au [3], and CdTe–Au nanoparticles [65]. On the other hand, fluorescence enhancement is generally obtained when a spacer material is introduced in between the metal and semiconductor. One kind of this example is CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles adsorbed on an Ag/SiO$_2$ core/shell structure. By controlling the thickness of the SiO$_2$ shell, fluorescence enhancement has been observed with increased SiO$_2$ shell thickness and attributed to an excitation enhancement effect [66].

3.2. Photo-induced charge separation

Previous work reported the growth of metallic nanoparticles onto a semiconductor facilitates rapid charge transfer from the semiconductor to the metal particle upon light excitation, leading to charge separation [4, 9]. Due to the band alignment at the semiconductor/metal interface, the Fermi level of the metal component is located within the bandgap of the semiconductor, and electronic states promote the transfer of the excited electrons in the semiconductor conduction band into the metal energy levels. On the other hand, holes may remain localized to surface defect states in the semiconductor, or to confined levels, as may be in cases in type-II and quasi type-II core/shell structures. Mongin et al. [67] reported a study of the ultrafast photo-induced charge separation in single-tipped CdS–Au nanorods.

In this work, pump–probe measurements (schematic shown in Figure 9) were performed on the semiconductor and the metal domains separately, measuring the contribution of the photo-induced charge transfer. The spectral and amplitude changes between pump, having wavelength corresponding to the plasmonic of metal region, (Figure 9) and pump, having wavelength corresponding to the semiconductor absorption region, (Figure 9) are attributed to charge transfer. Reported transient absorption measurements on other hybrid materials including CdS–Pt [68, 69] and ZnSe/CdS–Pt [68] were interpreted as exhibiting longer charge
separation times such as 3–4 and 14 ps, respectively. The understanding of charge separation and exciton dynamics in these hybrid structures is the key factors for their application in photocatalysis, which is discussed in next section.

4. Photocatalysis with metal–semiconductor hybrid materials

One of the most interesting applications of these metal–semiconductor hybrid structures is photocatalysis. The combined properties make these hybrid structures efficient for photocatalysis. These types of colloidally synthesized hybrid materials work as heterogeneous photocatalysis. Efficient light energy conversion occurs which could be used for photodegradation of organic pollutants in water [70], in photo-electrochemical cells for energy storage [71], and for photo-induced water-splitting hydrogen generation [72]. With a judicious choice of two different components in a semiconductor–metal hybrid, one can tune the band alignment accordingly to match the reduction potential of the target system for photocatalysis. For example, semiconductor core/shell structures with type-II band alignment facilities the charge separation with long-lived excitons. Thus, a metal tip onto these type-II structures could easily extract the charge and act as reservoir of electrons. In addition to that, high crystalline quality in these hybrid structures is required for two reasons: (1) Surface defects localize the charges and reduce the photocatalytic efficiency, and (2) a less defective surface will also enhance the mobility [72]. Photocatalysis using these hybrid structures can be categorized in the following sub topics.

4.1. Photocatalytic redox reactions

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. (a) Scheme of a light-induced charge separation mechanism in a nanodumbbell in which the photogenerated electron-hole pair separates so that the electron resides at the gold tip and the hole at the CdSe nanorod. The scheme also depicts the transfer of the hole to the scavenger and the reduction of the MB molecule upon electron transfer from the gold tip. The inset shows the energy band alignment between CdSe (4 nm dots) and Au. (b) Normalized concentration of MB dye reduced by CdSe nanorods gold nanoparticles mixture (open blue triangles) and by hybrid CdSe–Au nanodumbbells solution (open black squares) vs. pre-irradiation time. High efficiency of the charge retention in NDBs is demonstrated, leading to activity toward MB reduction. Adapted with permission [4].
Since the pioneering work by the Banin group using Au-tipped-CdSe rods for the reduction of the organic dye Methylene blue (MB) [4], several research groups demonstrated photocatalysis with different hybrid structures. In the work by the Banin group, they demonstrated proof of concept of charge separation due to the band alignment (see Figure 10a) between CdSe and Au. Figure 10b shows the degradation of the MB dye with CdSe–Au as a catalyst has more efficiency as compared with the Au particle/CdSe nanorod physical mixture [4]. Similar studies were found in the case of CdS–Au [38].

Soon after, the first reports several research group work onto this hybrid system for photocatalysis application. Kim et al demonstrated [73] that hot carriers generated upon photon absorption in Pt–CdSe–Pt nanodumbbells significantly impact the catalytic activity of CO oxidation. They found that this hybrid structure exhibits a higher turnover frequency by a factor of 2 during irradiation by light with energy higher than the bandgap of CdSe.

Figure 11. (a) Turnover number (TON) for CO oxidation on Pt–CdSe–Pt nanodumbbells with and without light at three different temperatures and (b) TOF for CO oxidation on Pt–CdSe–Pt nanodumbbells with and without light at four different temperatures. During CO oxidation, the TON was measured after a certain amount of time to allow for product molecules to accumulate. Time zero is the point when we started collecting data, not the start of the reaction. Adapted with permission [ș].

Figure 12. (a) Schematic representation of conditions for the favorable photoreduction of methylene blue. (b) Band alignment of Bi$_2$S$_3$ and Au (CB = conduction band, VB = valence band). (c) Rate of dye degradation with irradiation progress under different conditions. The samples were irradiated using Xe lamp with a wavelength of 500 nm. K1 (0.037 min$^{-1}$), K2 (0.007 min$^{-1}$), K3 (0.004 min$^{-1}$), and K4 (0.002 min$^{-1}$) are the dye degradation rate constants with Au–Bi$_2$S$_3$, a mixture of Au and Bi$_2$S$_3$, Bi$_2$S$_3$, and Au, respectively. Adapted with permission [9].
while the turnover rate on bare Pt nanoparticles did not depend on light irradiation. The Figure 11b shows enhanced catalytic activity as is demonstrated for the turnover frequency (TOF) under light irradiation at four different temperatures.

More recently, the Pradhan group demonstrated hybrid Au–Bi$_2$S$_3$ heterostructures exhibit photo-catalytic activity which is similar to CdS and CdSe systems [9]. The rate of MB reduction using Au-Bi$_2$S$_3$ is shown in Figure 12c. Au–SnS is another new hybrid material developed by same group, and it also shows enhancement of the rate of catalytic activities in the reduction of the dye MB compared with only SnS nanocrystals [10].

4.2. Photocatalytic water splitting

Photocatalytic water splitting for hydrogen generation using these hybrid structures has also gained lot of attention [11, 31]. In this process, the photo-excited electron reduces the H$^+$ ions to molecular H$_2$. Amirav et al. [74] demonstrated that in the case for CdSe/CdS–Pt nanorods,
the longer rods provided higher hydrogen production due to better spatial charge separation along the rod length and reduced back-recombination. Figure 13b shows the length dependence and effect of core/shell nanorods on the hydrogen production yield. The long arm core/shell CdSe/CdS–Pt hybrid structures have the highest production yield. Additionally, between the two different core/shell CdSe/CdS–Pt hybrid structures, the smaller CdSe core shows higher hydrogen production, because the smaller CdSe core forms quasi type-II band alignment upon growing the CdS rod-like shell over it and thus facilitates charge separation.

Another recent example by Ha et al. shows core/shell hybrid structures with Au core and CZTS shell (Figure 14a) could be useful for water splitting (Figure 14b) [31]. The CZTS band alignment with respect to Au Fermi level facilities the faster transfer of the photogenerated charge carriers. The $\text{S}^2-/\text{SO}_3^-$ solution acts as a hole scavenger during the photocatalytic process while core/shell structures are more efficient than other shapes of CZTS nanostructures. In this particular example, Au is located at the core, it is expected that upon photo-excitation, and both the electron and hole are transferred to the conduction and valence bands of CZT. Therefore, this structure is superior in terms of charge separation for photocatalytic water splitting.

Another example is demonstrated by Cabot et al. [11] where they examined the activity of CZTS, CZTS–Au, and CZTS–Pt toward photocatalytic hydrogen evolution from water splitting. Interestingly, they found Pt-tipped CZTS is better as compared with Au tipped (Figure 15c), where both the hybrid structures are dramatically better than CZTS alone. Here,
the authors used Na₂S and Na₂SO₃ were used as hole scavengers. According to their observation, CZTS–Pt provided the highest H₂ evolution rate (1.02 mmol/g·h), which was eightfold higher than that of bare CZTS (0.13 mmol/g·h) and 1.25 times than CZTS–Au. The reasons for high efficiency in the case of CZTS–Pt were not explained well by the authors.

Figure 15. (a) Illustration of the possible mechanism of enhancement of the H₂ evolution rate in CZTS–Pt. (b) HR TEM image of CZTS–Pt heterostructured nanoparticles. (c) Hydrogen evolution rate of CZTS, CZTS–Au, and CZTS–Pt nanomaterials during a 4 h test. Adapted with permission [11].

5. Conclusion

In the last decade, substantial advancements have been made with selective metal deposition onto different-shaped semiconductor nanocrystals. The control synthesis has been demonstrated from binary to ternary hybrid materials with more than one metal onto semiconductor having multiple functionalities. The degree of control was achieved in terms of selective metal deposition onto branched semiconductor structures. An effort has been made in order to understand the fundamentals of the synergistic properties of these special materials related to nonconventional material combinations. Furthermore, few studies were done of light-induced charge separation at the semiconductor–metal interface, which serves as a basis for the implementation of these hybrid structures in photocatalysis applications. In coming
years, further understanding of photo-induced charge separation at the metal semiconductor interface is also expected to develop. Thus, the path for unique applications of these hybrid systems in the field of photocatalysis will further develop in coming years. Future syntheses of metal/semiconductor hybrid structures will yield a wide range of materials for different applications, including practical application in photocatalysis and electronic devices.
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